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Ticket to Ride® Europe: 15th Anniversary is available now!
Celebrate Ticket to Ride Europe with this collector and limited edition
Days of Wonder is excited to announce the release of Ticket to Ride Europe: 15th Anniversary
today in stores and online.
Ticket to Ride Europe: 15th Anniversary is a new, collector and limited edition of Ticket to Ride®
Europe. With journeys spanning some of the most iconic locations Europe has to offer, from beneath
the shadow of London’s Big Ben to the towering arches of Rome’s Colosseum, the brilliant onion domes
of Moscow and the delicate Eiffel Tower in Paris, Ticket to Ride Europe takes players on unforgettable
adventures through the great cities of turn-of-the-century Europe.
This deluxe version is the definitive edition of the classic Ticket to Ride Europe, celebrating
15 years of thrilling train adventures for many families and friends. Featuring finely detailed
plastic trains and stations in gorgeous and unique tin boxes, the game has been enhanced
with all new, beautiful artwork and expanded with all Destination Tickets designed to date.
“It’s hard to believe it’s been 15 years! Ticket to Ride Europe still looks so fresh and young. But this
version has bulked up a lot in both size and in tons of new tickets that create an infinite number of
possible ways to play the game.” says Alan R. Moon, designer of the game. “The new train cars and
stations and the new art make the game look absolutely gorgeous when laid out on the table. Here’s
to another 15 years of fun!”
Ticket to Ride Europe: 15th Anniversary is available now. This standalone game is designed for 2 to
5 players and can be completed in 30 to 60 minutes. It includes 1 Giant Board map of European train
routes with all new illustrations, 5 Tin Boxes, each with 45 finely sculpted wagon cars, 15 Colored
Train Stations, 5 Scoring Markers, 1 Rules booklet, 110 Train Car Cards, all 108 Destination Ticket
Cards published to date, 1 European Express Bonus Card and 1 Big Cities Reference Card. The game
is available at a suggested retail price of $159.99 and will be available in the following languages:
English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Korean, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Polish,
Brazilian, Japanese, Russian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Portuguese, Czech, Slovak and Traditional Chinese.
About Days of Wonder
Days of Wonder develops and publishes unique games in their genre. The company’s “Play Different”
slogan reflects its vision of publishing: Days of Wonder limits its productions to very few new games,
focusing on quality rather than quantity, and developing highly refined digital adaptations. The
unparalleled successes—such as Ticket to Ride®, the world’s best-selling train game; Small World®
and its epic conquests in a fantastic universe; and Memoir ‘44®, the World War II reference game with
over twenty expansions—motivate Days of Wonder to raise the bar ever higher. Days of Wonder board
games are distributed in 40 countries and their digital versions are available on the App Store, Google
Play, Steam, and the Days of Wonder website at www.daysofwonder.com.
Days of Wonder, Corinth, Yamataï, Quadropolis, Five Tribes, Ticket to Ride, Small World, Memoir ‘44 are
all trademarks or registered trademarks of Days of Wonder, Inc. All other trademarks are the property
of their respective owners.
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